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Good morning and welcome to everybody, welcome to Bologna. It 
is a great pleasure and honour for us to host the 6th European 
Transgender Council and above all with massive pleasure we are 
proud to welcome so many persons coming from all over Europe 
and the world. We especially greet all those coming from the 
furthest countries, not only geographically distant but also faraway 
from rights, who are worth considering more than others. It is the 
first time that Bologna and Italy have the pleasure of hosting the 
European Transgeder Council. It has been hard and laborious but  
we are  very happy because it has been worthwhile. MIT is proud to 
have all of you here. 

Bologna has always been renowned as one of the most LGTBI 
friendly cities in Italy and historically a trans gay and lesbian capitol 
of rights, in this town particularly sensitive to our issues the 
Institutions traditionally open and democratic have offered a 
location to the trans community and even earlier to the LGBT one. I 
mean that in 1982 the town hall council has given Il Cassero as a 
stable location to the entire LGBT liberation movement and in 1994 
has been given a site particularly to MIT. In this place we manage 
important services addressed to all transsexual, transgender and 
gender variant persons of which we will examin in in depth in one of 
the workshops. MIT, that I have the honour to preside over, has 
found here in Bologna the place where to build its political and 
cultural laboratory, a place to create a path in which the European 
Transegnder Council is an important step that we consider as an 
acknowledgement of our activity and an important fase to plan the 
future. 



MIT is the oldest organisation of the entire LGBT Italian movement. 
It was born at the end of the 70’s to allow to emerge from silence 
and from darkness of History transsexual persons. Thanks to those 
battles we could build a unique path and gain an important result, 
the passage of an essential Law the 164 bill of 1982, the only one 
besides the German law which gave the possibility to have sex 
change. That victory has allowed MIT to enter the history of this 
country  and that of the trans world. 

 

We should remember some of the fundamental steps which have 
distinguished this important path starting form the historical victory 
of April 14th 1982: 

The election of Marcella di Folco, our former and historical 
President, in the town Council  of Bologna. The first time in Italy and 
maybe in the world. Today we want to thank her too. 

Our contribution in 1977 to the the birth of ONIG National Gender 
Identity Observatory. 

The same year we created the New Rights counter   in collaboration 
with CGIL the most important Italian trade union. 

In 2000 Bologna was elected European Capital of Culture and in 
that occasion we had the great honour to have here as guest the 
great trans pioneer Syvia Rivera whom we dedicated the trans 
Italian association to. 

In 2006 we had as guest Leslie Feinberg another great trans activist 
and intellectual. We have welcomed in MIT Angela Davis 
philosopher and remarkable activist of Civil Rights, Mariela Castro 
and Judith Alberstein. 

In 2005 we have organized here in Bologna XIX WPATH Congress. 



We have given birth to Facciamo Breccia (let’s make breach) the 
most important LGBT movement in fighting for secularity and self-
determitation in this country. 

But one of the most meaningful activity has been taking care of the 
hundreds if not thousands of trans persons, expecially the weakest 
and disadvantaged: ill and elderly persons, poor people, 
immigrants, people victim of traffiking, inmates….. and by the way it 
is just to these trans inmate persons in jail that MIT is addressing its 
attention together with those ones asking for Asylum, particularly to 
these last ones we open wide the doors. 

It is in this long path that we place this day, this opening ceremony, 
this Council. To have you all here is for us the acknowledgement of 
a long and deep activity and is also the pride of being part of a great 
community… OURS! 

We wish we will commit and work hard for the acknowledgment and 
guarantee of Rights Freedom and self –determination of trans 
people in Italy and all Europe. We want to ban, to remove and 
eliminate the transphobic violence. For this reason and many other 
more motives we will keep high, very high our pride to be TRANS.  

As long as a single trans person in the world could be offended and 
mistreated our commitment will never cease. 


